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I. INTRODUCTION

1. At its previous session the Conference discussed the proposal

of the Secretariat to examine alternative ways of adapting the United

Nations system of national accounts for use in Africa and gave its

approval to the Secretariat's plan to convene a Working Groupe to study

the question. Paragraph 74 of the report of the second session states:

"The Conference approved the Secretariat's plan to convene a

working group in 1962 to study ways of adapting the United

Nations System of National Accounts to Africa's requirements^

The plan was submitted "by the Secretariat within the framework

of the working group's recommendation on the revision of the

UN national accounts questionnaire (para° 26 of the report).

The working group will have to draw up a set of supporting

tables sufficiently clear and detailed to "be used as a work

plan to guide African national accountants in "building up the

aggregates of the standardized accounts of the UN system from

the statistical raw material available.....1'.

2. The Working Group convened in accordance with this plan met at HCA

Headquarters from 24 to 29 September 1962 and discussed the question of

the adaptation of the United Nations system on the basis of the1 paper

Proposals for an intermediate system of national accounts for use in African

countries. The report of the Working Group, document E/CN.I4/22I of

15 December 1962, has been distributed to all members of the Conference.

The present document d^ousoos tb.& ?:^:.c±-l of tho Group and its implications-

for future work in this area.

II. REVIEW OP PROPOSALS OF WORKING GROUP

3> The Secretariat has examined the report of tho forking Group in tho

light of the terms of reference noted in paragraph 1 above and has given

careful consideration to the Group's proposals as a basis for preparing

recommendations on the adaptation of the United Nations syste:.i for use in

Africa. It has given special attention to tho adequacy of those proposals zr

a guide to countries in building up the basic tabulations of the United

Nations system.
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4. It is the view of the Secretariat that the report of the Working

Group makes a significant contribution to the discussion of -ways of

adapting the United Nations system for use in Africa and deserves close

study by those countries of the region developing their -work on national

accounting, A substantial number of the Group's recommendations can be

endorsed as appropriate guidelines to be followed by countries in

developing their systems, fully consistent with the objectives laid down

by the Conference for this work.

5. One of the most valuable features of the system of tables proposed

by the Group is the spelling-out of the intermediate steps necessary to

proceed from the initial tabulations of primary data to the configurations

of the full system. "While the development of the system assumes the

existence of detailed information on commodity flows and is in fact

rigidly based on the production approach, the choice of this approach has

a special.appeal for under-developed countries, where the agricultural

sector is usually predominant and external trade statistics among the most

reliable statistics available„

6. A second valuable feature of the system proposed by the Group is

the introduction of supplementary information in the form of additional

accounts and tables and more detailed classifications. Tabulations such

as the inventory account of human resources and the account of uses and

resources of commodities meet a need vhich is widely felt in national

economic planning and which is not catered for explicitly in the United

Hations nvsterr - The r,o~"^ de + '">:\'1 od seotori"n^" of +he economy and the

development of the capital accounts to include an analysis of net borrowing

and lending are modifications of the United Nations system which are widely

regarded as desirable in applying the system for national purposes.
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7- The Secretariat would also like to draw attention to the schedule

of priorities for completing the proposed system which is presented in

Appendix-II of the Group's report. Such a schedule is clearly auseful

addition to any system that may "be recommended for adoption by countries

of the region, though subject as it must be to modification in the light

of the special needs and circumstances of each country.

8. The Secretariat considers these features of the proposed system as

fully compatible with the general objectives of the Conference and worth

preserving in some form in any modification of the United Nations system

which may be recommended by the Conference for use in Africa.

9« Looked at more generally, however, the proposals give rise to

difficulty at a number of points, partly as a consequence of a lack of

oohesiveness in the report as a whole and partly as a consequence of the

introduction of modifications to the- standard system of peripheral

relevance to the main objectives. The areas affected concern primarily

(i) the relationship between the proposals of the Group in the body of

the report and the system of tables presented in Appendix I, (ii) the

correspondence between the concepts and classifications of the proposed

system and those of the United Nations system and (iii) the status of the

system as a workshop or "intermediate" system. The problems raised are

discussed in turn in the following paragraphs.

10. A major difficulty encountered at an early stage in examining the

report of the Group is an apparent lack of consistency in the Group's

recommendations- For example, in paragraph 16, the Group recommends that

nno attempt should be made to distribute domestic product among more than

two types of income; wages and salaries and income from enterprises

recorded before any deduction for interest or depreciation". The system

proposed in Appendix I, however, oontains full-fledged appropriation

accounts for corporations, general government and households and private

non-profit institutions. By definition, these accounts involve a detailed
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analysis of the distribution and redistribution of the primary income

generated in productive activity and maJce possible the full distributive

shares breakdown recommended in the United Nations system. This

breakdown is, nevertheless, omitted in the system presented in the report.

11. A second difficulty, and perhaps the most important of the three

enumerated here, is the evident tenuousness of the relationship between

the system proposed by the Group and the United Nations system. Examined

against the objectives defined by the Conference for the Group's work,

the proposed intermediate system has two serious deficiencies in this

respect (a) the concepts and definitions of the system are at a number of

points in conflict with those of the standard system and (b) the steps

necessary to derive the basic tabulations of the standard system are not

indicated. As a result of these deficiencies, the implementation of the

intermediate system in its present form by any country in the region would

result in a substantial complication of the task of reporting its national

data in internationally-comparable form.

12. A third difficulty which, m the view of the Secretariat, seriously

weakens the Group's proposals is the lack of clear definition of the status

of the proposed system. In paragraph 40 of the report, the Group proposes

that the system should be regarded as a system of workshop tables or as a

stepping-stone towards a system for national presentation. Yet it is clear

that while some of the tables are, by virtue of the .detail shown, of the

nature of workshop tables, others such as the appropriation accounts for

the main sectors, the consolidated capital account and the rest-of-the-world

account cannot be so regarded. The Secretariat feels that a more definite

position should have been reached on this Question, possibly by separating

the discussion of a system for national presentation from the discussion

of alternative approaches towards its compilation
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III. CONCLUSIONS

13* Future work on the development of an intermediate system might

"be "based on an amended version of the system proposed "by the Group with

special attention directed to (i) clarifying a number of the

recommendations in the report of the Group, (ii) ensuring the consistency

of the system with existing international recommendations and (iii)

defining the steps necessary to proceed to the full United Nations system

of accounts and supporting tables*

14* In the light of this discussion, the Conference may wish to

adopt the following resolution:

"The Conference requests the Secretariat:

To continue its study of ways of adapting the United Nations

system of national accounts for use in African countries,

taking into consideration the recommendations of the 1^62

Working Group on this subject and the desirability in

developing such a system of (i) ensuring consistency with

existing international recommendations and (ii) clarifying

the steps necessary to proceed to the full tabulations of

the standard system."




